Hello Spring… (Aeyshah Abang Kassim, January – June, 2025)

Konnichiwa! Hello everyone. Thank you for reading my short article. Now is early March and spring season is coming! It is with sorrow to see winter had passed, but it must be awesome to see scenery of beautiful flowers starting to bloom everywhere. Geez…I’m not too homesick for Malay cuisine since our friend Yus Amira and Nurtasbiyah are good at cooking. I am so happy and glad because I met awesome friends here.

I learnt a lot of things about technique to handle experiment not only from my supervisor but also from among my lab-mate; Hashimoto-san, Ayako-san and also Li-san. I appreciate their kindness for spending their precious time taught me about the experiment. Right now, I focused on my second objective of the experiment, and fortunately the accommodation here allows me to handle it.

Middle of February, 10 of my friends came from Malaysia for the Sakura Science Programme. They spent three weeks to learn technique and used the equipment which is not available in Malaysia. It is so fun because we spent our free time together. During weekend, we went to Tokyo Disneyland and Asakusa together. Unfortunately, they are going back soon and it will be a sad moment especially for me.